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How To Rend Tubing By Bob Whittier, EAA 1235 57 Swift Ave., Osterville, Mass.



for oil and fuel lines must be bent without flattening, for that restricts flow, causing possible interference with engine operation. Aluminum tubing for instrument and hydraulic lines must be bent without weakening or cracking. It doesn't take long to discover that what works admirably for one job or metal will not work well at all for some other task. Whatever the material or dimensions of a tube, uncontrolled bending leads to flattening on the outside and wrinkling or buckling on the inside of the bend. All bending methods thus share the common purpose of eliminating or limiting such deformation, as well as making possible workmanlike smoothness and uniformity of bends. Smaller tubes and those of softer metals can quite readily be bent with hand power, but as size and stiffness increase the use of leverage and of power is required. Hence there is a wide range of bending equipment. Considering first the simplest and easiest bends, copper tubing up to about one-quarter inch diameter can readily be hand-bent. A significant reason why is that its wall thickness is rather great in relation to tube diameter. In all tube bending work it is important to remember that as wall thickness decreases, the likelihood of flattening increases.



Fig. 1.



Spiral-wire benders for small, soft tubes.



BY THE time an amateur aircraft builder completes a project, he will have employed a surprising variety of skills. One of them is tube bending. At first thought this operation might seem like a minor matter — but



when one looks into it prior to making a few bends in the tubing of one's small airplane, it is quickly discovered to be a distinct and sizeable branch of the science of metalworking, with its own special tools and techniques. Seldom does one find a comprehensive digest of the tube bending facts in one text, so diverse is the subject. This article, therefore, has been prepared to make available to the aircraft constructor a useful compilation of tube bending information. Just as various species and thicknesses of wood pose different sawing problems, different kinds and sizes of tubing require specialized bending equipment and methods. Steel tubing of varying diameter and wall thickness must be bent flawlessly for such parts as radial engine mounting rings and tail surface outlines, and perhaps with less fussiness for such nonstructural and concealed parts as exhaust elbows and seat frames. Copper tubing



Fig. 2. Work bends into tubing by hand gradually.
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The correct way to hand-bend small tubing is shown in Fig. 1. Begin with the hands far apart and work in a gentle bend. Gradually move the hands closer together as the bend is worked sharper. This avoids sudden application of compression on tube walls at the inside of the



bend and buckling is minimized. As diameter goes above about a quarter of an inch, the tendency of copper and other soft tubing is to buckle and to prevent this use is made of coil springs such as in Fig. 1. Flattening of the tubing in one direction is accompanied by swelling in the other, and the coils surrounding a tube constrain the walls against swelling, thereby discouraging flattening and buckling. Usually slipped over the outside of tubing, they can also be used internally when bends are close to the ends of a longer tube. The bell-shaped ends make it easy to feed tubing into these benders, and twisting combined with pushing tends to screw and slide them off after bending. But, don't twist such a bender so hard against its spiral that the coils are damaged by unwinding. It is possible to make rather sharp bends with their aid. Before bending, copper tubing should be annealed by heating with a torch until "peacock" colors start playing on its surface, then plunging it into cold water. Don't try to anneal a long piece section by section because irregular hardness will result and make it difficult to obtain uni-



form bends. Instead, if a long piece can't be dipped, just allow it to cool in the air. Annealing also makes copper tubes less liable to crack from vibration and could very well be done to old tubes during overhaul. From about one-quarter inch diameter up, depending on bend radius, it becomes increasingly hard to make neat bends with the bare hands. A selection of tube bending tools is on the market, similar to that in Fig. 3. Models are available to handle tubing up to about 34 inch diam-
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eter. Since each is accompanied by its own instruction sheet, we will not go into how-to-use detail here. These tools, as well as the coil spring benders, can be used to
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bend copper, aluminum and dural tubing but steel is too stiff.
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Soft pure aluminum tubing is all right for instrument lines, ductwork and other low and medium-pressure jobs, but as pressure and tube diameter increase it is important for reliability to use dural alloy tubing of greater strength. Soft aluminum is readily bent, but as all airmen know, aluminum alloys can be quite hard and springy. In production work, factories order their dural tubing in



0



follow this example where possible. Long pieces really should be annealed in a furnace so they can be uniformly heated to the correct temperature. Where reliability is at stake in an amateur-built airplane, it would be wise



on a smooth bench with a block of wood to straighten neatly. The problem of buckling in light-gauge tubing is so



bend it, and re-install it with suitable fittings. To anneal dural in the shop when it is not possible to use a furnace, play a torch flame over it until a bit of wood held to it will char (aluminum does not change color when heated as does steel and copper so it is easy to reach the melting point — where it will collapse with-



somewhat resembling a number of rollers strung like beads. Pushed inside tubing before bending, they maintain the original cross sectional shape. In limited-quantity work and where tubes are to be bent to non-uniform radii it is common to fill tubing with some solid material such as sand, resin, salt or a special, re-usable bending alloy. To bend with sand, plug one end of the tube tightly with wood and pour in dry, well-sifted, clean sand. Rap the tube as the sand goes in to settle it firmly, and drive a plug in the other end making sure there is no space between sand and plug. It is said to be difficult to pack sand tightly enough to give firm support to thin tubing walls, and another source of trouble is the fact that as the tube bends, it will stretch enough to slack off some sand pressure at the bend. Common table salt is a useful substitute for sand,
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Indicating limits of machine vs. hand bending.



dead soft annealed condition and the amateur should



common that much thought has been put into finding solutions. Production tube benders utilize flexible mandrels,



to cut out the section requiring to be bent, anneal and



out warning). Then allow it to cool slowly. When using



a welding torch, some mechanics use an acetylene flame to coat aluminum with soot to slow down the rate of cooling. This aids the annealing process. As has been intimated, the sharper the bend, the



greater the likelihood of flattening and buckling. It is always easier to get a good bend in thick-wall pipe than in thin-wall tubing of the same outside diameter. The table in Fig. 4 gives bend radii which have been found to be practical — but, of course, the further one stays from these limits the better. When working on your dream airplane design, remember that good bends cannot be obtained as easily by hand as they can with the production machinery in a factory or at one of the tube-bending plants which do volume subcontracting for manufac-
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turers. The dashed line in Fig. 5 suggests the
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limits of hand bending compared to machine bending. While not related too directly to the tube bending, an important point in tube layout design and fabrication is illustrated in Fig. 6. It is not possible to cut and swage tubes so accurately that when a straight one is secured there will be no pull on the tube and fittings. In addition, it is also important to allow for expansion and contraction of tubing with changing temperature, and to allow some bends to absorb vibration and airframe flex-



pattern to bend the tube without hard-to-cor-



rect errors. Copper and small aluminum tub-



ing often comes in coil form; beat and roll it
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ing. The methods in the lower two sketches of Fig. 6 are therefore correct. When a long length of tubing must be routed inside a wing or similar structure, ob-
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Fig. 4. Suggested limits for tube bending. SPORT AVIATION
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HOW TO BEND TUBING (Continued from preceding page)



Incorrect.



Incorrect.



Correct.



Correct.



Fig. 6.



How to route tubing correctly.



for it is dry, of uniformly fine texture, is very readily



available, and all traces can b« flushed out with water after bending. Rosin is good for the cold bending of soft tubing but should not be used for work requiring heating. If you held a torch to the end of a tube, rosin would melt out, and if you put the torch to the center of a rosinfilled tube you might get an explosion! Hardware and paint stores sell it in small retail packages and chemical and industrial supply firms sell it in bulk containers. Commercial grades are good enough for tube work. It will melt at between 300 and 350 degrees F. and because it is inflammable, melting is done with steam coils or in a



in to make the tubing so warm that none of the alloy will cool and stick to its surface. As melted alloy runs in, it pushes the water out. The angle makes the alloy run down one side of the tube so that air pockets do not form. As soon as the tube is full it is set into a tank of cold water, open end up. This quick cooling develops a fine crystalline grain structure in the alloy; if cooling is gradual it hardens with a crack-prone coarse grain structure. When thoroughly cooled, bending is done on a machine or forming block — cold — of course. Afterward the alloy is melted out by immersing the tube in hot water. Never use a torch to heat a tube full of bending alloy as the heat could make the tube pick up some of the alloy's metal, thus changing the tube's own metallurgical makeup. Coming now to the important subject of bending aircraft steel tubing, we might point out that the popular notion of how it is done is erroneous. If one fills a tube with sand and heats it with a welding torch at the point of bending, the localized heating on the inside of the bend just encourages buckling. If the outside only is heated, when it stretches it can crack or stretch too thin. It usually results in bends of the most unhandsome irregularity, too! If the finished job is to have that much-desired professional touch, the design must be planned in the beginning to fit the available bending methods. If the fin and rudder outline of some favorite factory-built plane is taken as a model, it's important to consider the tube sizes



Fig. 7. Straight outlines, left, require minimum bending. Right, light tubes can be used for curved outlines with



loads taken by thicker internal structure.



closed pot on top of a stove — never with an open flame. It can be re-used if not subjected to temperatures over 600 degrees F. Details on its use, and also much data on the subject of tube bending in general, are given in the booklet "Copper and Brass Pipe and Tube Bending Handbook" available from Copper & Brass Research Association, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y. Lead, though soft and readily bent, is not a good bending filler because it shrinks when solidifying and so does not give full support. It also tins the insides of some tubing. Based mainly on bismuth with small amounts of tin and lead added, proprietary bending alloys are sold under such names as Cerrobend, Wood's Metal and Bend Alloy. They melt at temperatures as low as 160 degrees F. and upon solidifying exhibit a slight and useful amount of expansion. Prior to pouring such an alloy, the inside of a tube is swabbed clean and then slushed with SAE 10 non-additive motor oil to prevent the alloy from clinging to the tube wall. One end is tightly plugged and the tube set at



an angle of about 45 degrees. Boiling water is poured 28
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Fig. 8.



Bending machines vary in design.



involved when borrowing the nice curves. Sometimes the factory's long experience has led to the development of a bending method that does an otherwise tricky job with deceptive ease. Imitate with caution! In most fabric-covered lightplanes the rudder and elevator trailing edge tubes are structural members and as such are of a fairly stiff size of tubing. In some cases
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Simple home made bending jig.
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Stretch bending.



Plywood bending form.



A bending table is used for bends



non-uniform



radius.
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template.



it may be wise to use predominantly straight lines as in the left-hand sketch of Fig. 7. Remember, too, that the curve on the top of the rudder could be formed with a carved wood block affixed to the top of the rudder structure, thus eliminating all tube bending work. White cedar, sugar pine and hard balsa are some woods that could be used, making the tips just as in a model airplane. Very often when one inspects an airplane having much curvature in its tail surface outline, it is found that the surfaces consist of light steel and tubing ribwork and outline members supported by an internal structure which handles the prime loads as in the right sketch of Fig. 7. Naturally, in proportion to tail size the outline tubes are small and rather more easily bent. Remember, for a given wall thickness such as the popular .035 inch, the walls of a small tube are relatively thicker and flattening and wrinkles are less of a problem. Common mechanical bending machines can make bends of uniform radius only. It is worth knowing that they operate in different ways, for one can use the principles in cobbling up home-made bending machines from boiler plate, planks, angle iron, pipe and even sheaves salvaged from old rigger's pulleys. In Fig. 8, top, the tube is gripped by the lever and is pulled around the large form while at the same time causing the smaller sheave to rotate as the tube moves past it. But in Fig. 8, bottom, the tube does not move and the roller on the bending lever rotates as bending progresses. In these ways the work is done with less effort and fewer scratches on the tubing. On many commercial bending machines and forms, the forms and sheaves are grooved to fit the tubing closely and often the flanges are a little higher than half tube diameter so that they tend to prevent the bulgingout of tube walls which occurs simultaneously with flattening. Such equipment can be approximated in a simple way with a rig such as shown in Fig. 9. For a few bends, the face of the hardwood block can be flat, but when several bends are to be made greater uniformity will result if the face is grooved to fit the tubing. Naturally, torch heating would cause burning of the wood block, and even when a metal one is used the flame could not be played on the inside of the bend. When played only on the outside it will cause cracking and stretching — with no heating on the inside, there is no compression there to help balance the stretching on the outside, so outside stretching is greater. Heating really works well only when it is possible to heat the tube uniformly in a hearth or furnace and then put it onto a bender quickly. A technique called "stretch bending," Fig. 10, can be especially useful when such heating is possible. Actually, it is best to use cold bending for light tubing such as is used for tail surface outlines, for this eliminates all problems of irregular heating and local kinking. One EAA member, "Mo" Malone of Lansing, Mien., reported good results with a plywood form such as in Fig. 11. Each corner of the panel is cut to one of the radii found in the tail outline, and U clips are bolted to the edge to hold the tube ends. The center is cut out so the whole rig can be held firmly in vise jaws. When bends are to be irregular, another technique is useful. Suitably shaped, pressure-distributing wood blocks are made and set up on a table as in Fig. 12, and the tube (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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(Continued from preceding page)
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filled with sand or bending metal. It is then bent bit by bit, using the leverage of its own length and checking often against a cardboard template. Although a bend might look perfect from the side, when tail group members are involved good workmanship also demands that



the tubes appear straight when seen from the leading and trailing edges. So bending on a flat surface like a table helps maintain flatness while bending. A common problem when using forms and machines is spring-back, and this kind of bending table helps overcome it as one works along the bend — you don't bend to a form from which there is spring-back, but from a template, and work extra bend into the tubing while progressing to allow of the spring-back and maintain the desired shape. A rough rule is that when springy tubing is being worked, it should be bent 10 percent more than the final bend so it will be close to what is desired when it springs back. In light airplane work, probably the best way to take care of spring-back is to use a welding jig such as in Fig. 13. Besides holding the members in place for welding JSL



Fig. 15.



Fig. 16. Wrinkle bending is useful for large tubes. Here, four 10 degree bends give an overall bend of 40 degrees. Tip of welding torch flame is played in arcs to make each wrinkle in turn. APRIL 1963



One of the most common steel tube bending jobs confronting builders of small planes and restorers of antiques is the fabrication of exhaust pipe elbows. Here the "wrinkle bending" technique can be useful. As all the wrinkles arc on the inside of the bend, tube diameter and hence capacity is not decreased, and the tendency of fluids to hug the outside of a bend means that the wrinkles increase flow resistance negligibly, if at all. The same method might help duplicate a tail wheel fork, for metal thickness is not reduced at any point so strength should be maintained, if not increased. In general, from 7 to 15 degrees may be allowed for each wrinkle, with 10 degrees of bend per wrinkle being



Two forms of coil-bending apparatus.



and minimizing warpage, it also holds slightly misbent tubing in place until it can be welded up and its springback done away with. Many a mechanic who has tried his hand at the unfamiliar job of bending steel tubing has looked with wonder at the mounting ring of a radial engine and wondered at the perfect circular bending job it represents. It's partly the result of using a filler, partly the result of the control afforded by sturdy commercial bending machines, and partly the result of the basic method, which is the use of rollers as in Fig. 14. In actual practice, some circular and coil benders have four rollers as at the left in Fig. 15 to guide the bent tube clear of the machine in spiral fashion. Other coil benders make use of a rotating grooved drum as above in Fig. 15. A length of tubing is fed into the bender and comes out as a coil, which is cut through at each 360 degree mark, the ends pulled together and welded to make the desired engine mount ring or control wheel rim.
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Fig. 13. Among other things, a welding jig takes care of tubing spring-back. Smith Miniplane tail by Mo Ma lone.



Fig. 14.



Principle used to bend tube into rings.



a fair average. For tubing between about one and two



inches diameter, get two steel plate blanks about 4 inches by 4 inches by ¥4 inch and bore holes in their centers of the same diameter. Saw the squares in half. This gives collars which can be clamped around the tubing to confine torch heat in a narrow band where the wrinkle is to be. Play the torch back and forth across the tube while at the same time applying moderate pressure to the end of the tube. As the metal softens, the pressure will be felt to slack off and by skillfully plying the torch and applying more pressure, the wrinkle can be worked in. Use a bubble protractor clipped to part of the tubing to measure each 7, 10 or 15 degree bend to get the several bends uniform. Well, that's it. Sorry, but we can't include instructions



here on how to take a bender!
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how to bend tubing successfully 

both ends of the tube . . . and the tube will begin to bend. If the radius of the underlying object (form) over which you are making the bend is large, the bend will ...
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How to Bend Tubing - Size 

use a torch to heat a tube full of bending alloy as the ... closed pot on top of a stove â€” never with an open flame. .... A rough rule is that when springy tubing.
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How to bend tubing s.. - Size 

bows, fuselage formers and seat frames as well. Builders .... walls of the groove to exert a restraining effect against the tube's ... or the simple wood jig types.
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HOW TO PRACTICE IMPROVISATION HOW TO PRACTICE 

2) SCALES AND PATTERNS. 15. 3) PATTERN APPLICATION. 10. 4) IMPROVISATION EXERCISE. 5. 5) TRANSCRIBED SOLO. 15. 6) SPECIAL DISCIPLINES.
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Graphite Tubing 

I'm sure you've all heard that it will end in- ... For example, with the 100% graphite/epoxy tube, there ... If by bullet proof you are referring to a tube's ability.
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Streamlining Round Tubing 

FIGURE 3. STREAMLINING ROUND ... IHAVE USED this simple method of streamlining round tubing on the lift ... resin while it is setting up. The wax will cause ...
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How to use Rtrdf 

Repeat the process for a few objects (at least 3). Check in the folder named â€œWork folderâ€� : you should find. - A folder named â€œimagesâ€� for recorded images with ...
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How To Install 

del cabezal deslice el conjunto de cortina y el carro dentro del cabezal. Poser le boÃ®tier et le montage du store sur une surface plane et propre, la partie avant.
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How To Install - Blinds 

Merci d'avoir achetÃ© ce superbe traitement de fenÃªtre que nous sommes fiers ... de service aprÃ¨s-vente en tÃ©lÃ©phonant au 1-800-221-6352 ou par courrier .... Attach headrail brackets to extension brackets using machine screws and nuts.
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How To Install - Blinds 

Installez un jeu pour la tringle porteuse et un jeu pour la tringle de tension. Install headrail (top) and close installation bracket covers. Instale el riel (superior) y ...
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How to Install - Blinds 

3 Poignée(s). 4 Supports de retenue (en option). 5 Rallonges (en option). 6 Supports pour pose latérale (en option). Thank you for purchasing this fine window ...
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How To Install - Blinds 

Para subir o bajar la cortina, use ambas asideras en cada riel para subirla o bajarla. Pour les stores Ã  ouverture vers le haut/vers le bas en option, clipser deux ...
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How To Install 

la tela de madera al costado del riel que dice. â€œtelaâ€� (fabric), asegurando que riel estÃ© orienta- do con la traba de cordÃ³n en el extremo inferi- or del Ã¡ngulo.
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HOW TO INSTALL DOUBLE 

M Lay panels ï¬�at. Measure front lest pleat on one to last pleat on the other. Subtract 5" (12.7cm) for center overlap. Fiat fabric on ends forms drapery rettu'n.
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How to Install 

1801â�„16" a 204". 9. 2041â�„16" a 228". 10. 2281â�„16" a 252". 11. 2521â�„16" a 276". 12. 2761â�„16" a 300". 13. 3001â�„16" a 324". 14. 3241â�„16" a 348". 15. 3481â�„16" a 366 ...
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how to dominate - EPDF.TIPS 

Hell, men don't even need toilet seats. ...... dence, and that will attract them likes flies to honey. .... (women desperately want [Hell, they need, really to believe.
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How to Use(cont.) 

Essayer une autre marque ou torréfaction de café. L'espresso est trop corsé ou amer. • Trop de mouture d'espresso a été utilisé. • La mouture du café est trop ...
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How to Install - Blinds 

3 Poignée(s). 4 Supports de retenue (en option). 5 Rallonges (en option). 6 Supports pour pose latérale (en option). 1. Everything needed to install your shade.
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How to install DocMan? 

DocMan is a document management and download system to Mambo Open Source 4.5. With ... them available for download on a Mambo powered web site.
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How to Install 

nettoyer, passer une Ã©ponge avec un dÃ©tergent non abrasif diluÃ© dans de l'eau et Ã©ponger lÃ©gÃ¨rement. Les persiennes en vinyle ou en PVC peuvent Ãªtre ...
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How to write beats 

chiffres au-dessus ou en dessous des notes sont une suggestion. - N'oubliez pas de personnaliser les vÃ©locitÃ©s aprÃ¨s votre copier-coller. Les. Hip-Hop. Drums.
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How To InstallInside Mount 

Todo lo necesario para instalar su cortina. Tout le nÃ©cessaire pour installer votre store. Tools Needed â€¢ Herramientas necesarias â€¢ Outillage nÃ©cessaire. Skylight ...
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How to Install - Blinds 

Merci d'avoir achetÃ© ce superbe traitement de fenÃªtre que nous sommes fiers ... de service aprÃ¨s-vente en tÃ©lÃ©phonant au 1-800-221-6352 ou par courrier .... Attach headrail brackets to extension brackets using machine screws and nuts.
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How To Install - Blinds 

please feel free to call our Customer Service Center at 1-800-221-6352 or e-mail us ... CoMMEnT InsTaLLEr des stores cellulaires verticaux en pose extÃ©rieure.
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